. . . 
with the additional conditions (z 0 is a root of f )
G n (z j , z 0 , z 1 , . . . , z n−1 ) = 0, j = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1.
Without loss of generality we assume that f is a monic polynomial of degree n ≥ 2, since for n = 1 there is nothing to prove. In particular, it was shown in [7] that G n satisfies the following upper bound
This estimate is sharper than the classical Goncharov upper bound [3] 
The Abel-Goncharov polynomials can be represented via the so-called Levinson binomial type expansion (see in [5] , p. 732)
where H 0 = 1 and
. . .
However we will prove in turn that the polynomials H n−k can be represented in a determinant form of an upper Hessenberg matrix (n − k) × (n − k) with the entries equal to 1 on the main subdiagonal [4] . Generally, it has Lemma. Let n ∈ N and a j ∈ C, j = 1, . . . , n. Then
Proof. Appealing to the principle of mathematical induction and easily verifying formula (6) for n = 1, 2 via the calculation of the corresponding integral (5), i.e.
we assume that the statement holds for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n and will prove it for n + 1. Indeed, expanding the corresponding determinant along the first column by the Laplace theorem, we find
The first n × n determinant in the right-hand side of the latter equality by the induction hypothesis is equal to
The second determinant we will expand in the same fashion to obtain .
Continuing the same process and applying every time the induction hypothesis, we arrive at the final expansion of the determinant in the left-hand side of the equality (6)
Fortunately, the expression in the right-hand side of (8) is calculated by Levinson via the Taylor theorem ( cf. [5] , p. 731) and we find
Thus we get the validity of equality (6) for all n ∈ N and complete the proof of the Lemma.
Corollary. The Levinson polynomials H n , n ∈ N have the following determinant representation
H n (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ) = (−1) 
Proof. In fact, the proof easily follows from (6) . For this we multiply the last column of the determinant by n!, the second column by 2!, the third one by 3! etc., and the n − 1-th column by (n − 1)!. Then, dividing the third row by 2!, the fourth row by 3! etc., and the last row by (n − 1)!, we get the result.
Now we are ready to prove our main result of this Note.
Theorem. The Casas-Alvero conjecture is affirmative.
Proof. Without loss of generality one can suppose that one of the polynomial roots, say, z 0 = 0. Then for a fixed sequence {z j } n−1 1 of common roots of f and its derivatives up to the order n − 1 (4) implies
Assume that the conjecture is false. Then at least one of z 1 , . . . , z n−1 is nonzero, otherwise the polynomial has the unique root of multiplicity n, which is equal to zero. Let the polynomial f , satisfying the Casas-Alvero conditions have k nonzero common roots
corresponding the derivatives of the order i 1 , . . . , i k , respectively. Hence, appealing to the Corollary and observing from (2) and (5) that the left-hand side of (10) equals to H n (z, z 1 , . . . , z n−1 ), we end up with the equality
Moreover, the determinant (11) can be compressed, eliminating rows, containing only one nonzero element of the main subdiagonal of Hessenberg's matrix, which is equal to 1. Therefore, we arrive at the equality for any z = 0 
